
 

 
 

The Green Party of Utah Officially Endorses Michael Cundick as 
Candidate for Salt Lake County Mayor 

 
November 19, 2019 - Salt Lake City. The Green Party of Utah (GPUT) 
formally endorsed Michael Cundick at its Semi-Annual Membership 
Meeting on November 16, 2019.  
 
After a robust speech, followed by addressing audience questions on a 
variety of topics, Cundick was unanimously voted in as the official GPUT 
candidate for that race. 
 
“We are excited to endorse Michael’s candidacy on the Green Party ticket 
for Salt Lake County Mayor,” stated Jessica Brongson, GPUT Co-Chair. 
“Michael is  a community activist dedicated to life on the planet and 
demonstrates this through the many projects he has initiated and in which 
he is involved. His campaign will elevate the importance of community 
resilience. ”  
 
Cundick is  building his campaign around food sovereignty and community 
health. “I have a mission to be in service to life,” said Cundick in his 
speech. “In the process of honoring our ecological health and providing 
food I have realized that 90% of our problems really come down to how our 
relationship with the land is and that by growing healthy food so many of 
our issues dissipate. We are building community and honoring health in this 
process.” 
 



 

Cundick is a co-founder and  Board member of Salt Lake Air Protectors, 
Founder of the Utah Permaculture Guild and manages a one-acre farm in 
Millcreek called the Krishnas Food Forest and Farm.  He refers to himself 
as a “social justice warrior.” 
 
“There are many injustices that people experience that prevent them from 
having experiences with the land that I am privileged to have,” Cundick 
states. “The role of our government needs to be challenged to step out of 
being a bureaucratic and distant element and into the role of being more 
engaged in the health and well-being of our society, to honor healing in all 
of the spaces it has the ability to do so.” 
 
Cundick says that the financial inequality and campaign finance issues that 
have created a political crisis needs to be addressed. 
“I see a vision where we can have abundance within our communities but if 
we continue to have a society that has people isolated, broke, and 
traumatized we will not be able to get to this transition abundance in our 
communities.  I want to get at the root of why we aren’t stepping into these 
deeper issues.” 
 
Deanna Dee Taylor, GPUT Co-chair, says that Cundick’s campaign will 
build momentum in the coming months, based on the growing number of 
people rallying behind his campaign. “This campaign not only has the 
potential of helping the Green Party of Utah maintain its ballot access, but 
also is likely to attract a lot of attention among communities with the model 
of building Locals focused on community health and sustainability.” 
 
 
To volunteer on this campaign, or for more information, contact 
Green Party of Utah, greenpartyutah@gmail.com 
 Greenpartyutah.com 
 
 

http://greenpartyutah.com/


 

Green Party of Utah Contact: 
Jessica Bronson or Dee Taylor 
greenpartyutah@gmail.com 
801-403-0121 (evening only) 
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